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FIRST WORDS

Our final edition of Fundamental for 2021 brings
together the most important updates for the funds
management and real estate industries.
Leading this edition is an interview with Cromwell
Property Group’s Company Secretary and Corporate
Counsel Lucy Laakso, then we move on to explore:
•

potential changes to the wholesale (or
sophisticated) investor test

•

the new property tax for Victoria

•

top tips for managing the new Design and
Distribution Obligations

•

business interruption coverage during the
pandemic

•

the new corporate collective investment vehicle
regime set to commence in July 2022

•

good practice guidelines for responsible entities of
crypto schemes

•

FIRB exemptions for new and near-new dwellings

•

proposed reforms to unfair contract terms

•

employer liability for breach of duty

•

the importance of having a correctly drafted rent
determination clause in a commercial lease

•

electronic signing in Queensland

•

the latest news about director identification
numbers, whistleblower policies, and the hawking
reforms.

As we look toward a bigger and brighter 2022, we wish
you and your family a safe and happy festive season
and all the best for the New Year.
Best wishes

Langton Clarke
Partner, Funds Management
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CONVERSATION
WITH LUCY LAAKSO
Cromwell Property Group

Funds Management partner Langton Clarke talks to
Cromwell Property Group’s Company Secretary and
Corporate Counsel Lucy Laakso about securityholder
meetings and the changes brought about by COVID-19,
and invites Lucy to share some advice for new company
secretaries for ‘meeting season’. Langton also asks Lucy
about the importance of stakeholder engagement with
proxy advisors and corporate insurers.
LC What have been some
of the challenges for
securityholder meetings since
the start of the COVID-19
pandemic?
LL The uncertainty around
lockdowns certainly added
a level of complexity but it
gave Cromwell the chance
to respond to the challenge
with continuous improvement
measures that are here to stay.
In these COVID-19 times,
two years feels like a long
time, but if I compare our
2019 AGM (pre-COVID-19)
to our AGM to be held in
November 2021, they’re quite
different. In 2019, we had
a meeting location at our
registered office in Brisbane
and no mechanism for online
participation. For meetings
in 2020, we introduced online
participation, and for our
2021 AGM, we’ve taken the
view that a hybrid meeting
gives our securityholders
and stakeholders the best
opportunity for participation.
We understand that
many of our longstanding
securityholders appreciate
the opportunity to attend in
Brisbane and, subject to any
government restrictions at the
time, we are looking forward
to welcoming them again this
year.
Also, we understand that not
everyone’s circumstances are
the same and we see online
participation as providing an
additional way to participate in
the meeting.
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I’m excited about the further
development this year
(arising out of the Treasury
Laws Amendment (2021
Measures No. 1) Act 2021 (Cth))
of offering securityholders
the option to ask a question
by phone. We recognise the
importance of diversity among
our securityholders and, as
a member of Cromwell’s
Diversity Leadership Council,
I’m very happy Cromwell can
offer this additional way for
securityholders to express their
views.
For all these reasons, I
think the pandemic has
accelerated improvements for
securityholder meetings which
is a really positive outcome
for securityholders, their
companies, and for corporate
governance generally.
LC If you could share one piece
of advice with a new company
secretary managing their first
‘meeting season’, what would
that be?
LL Can I let you in on a secret?
Meeting season is one of my
favourite times of the year! I
have a deep commitment to
ensuring our securityholders
can express their views
and therefore I take my
responsibility to organise
securityholder meetings very
seriously.
My advice is to plan – and then
plan some more. I use ‘black
hat sessions’: identify all the
things that could go wrong –
from the simple (empty water

jug for the speaker) to the
serious (technology outage).
Go through the same session
with colleagues and with your
registry provider because
they’ll think of other risks.
Design a solution for every
identified scenario. Back in
2019, the ‘serious’ scenario
might have been ‘what if a
director’s flight is delayed?’
That scenario seems quaint
when, in 2021, the ‘serious’
scenario is ‘what if our
directors are all in lockdown
and can’t attend? What if
our meeting location is in
lockdown?’ Irrespective of the
issue, the formula is the same:
‘if that happens, then we will…’.
And, of course, there can be
novel scenarios that arise on
the day – deal with them at
the time, debrief afterwards,
and then add them to your
‘black hat session’ before the
next meeting.
LC Every organisation
has several important
stakeholders. Which
stakeholders do you deal with
on a regular basis?
LL We know that positive
and effective stakeholder
engagement is critical
to Cromwell’s success. I
thoroughly enjoy being
able to play a role in that.
Most recently, I’ve been
engaging with proxy advisors
following our FY21 results
announcement and now in
the lead-up to our 2021 AGM.

We recognise that proxy
advisors have an important
job to do, and we take the
time to understand their
drivers and policy positions.
We seek their feedback and
suggestions and, as our
2021 Remuneration Report
shows, we have responded to
securityholder and stakeholder
feedback of recent times. As
with any relationship, there
will be differing views from
time to time. In such cases,
we talk through our reasoning
for taking the approach we’ve
taken and reflect on any
further feedback.
I also work closely with
Cromwell’s corporate insurers,
not just as part of the annual
renewal but also on an
ongoing basis throughout the
year. At Cromwell, we view our
relationship with our corporate
insurers very much as a
strategic partnership, rather
than as a purely transactional
relationship. It’s critical to
have a great broking team
to facilitate and foster the
strong working relationship
between insurer and
insured. We arrange for our
corporate insurers to have the
opportunity to engage with
the key contacts at Cromwell
– our Chair, the Executive – on
a regular basis, and this has
promoted very positive, open
dialogue.

UPFRONT

MOVING THE GOALPOSTS
ON THE SOPHISTICATED
INVESTOR TEST
There has been talk in the
press in recent weeks of
changing the wholesale
(or sophisticated) investor
test in the Corporations Act
to increase the thresholds.
The argument ‘for’ is based
primarily on the fact the tests
have not been changed since
they were introduced in 2002
and the impact of inflation
has seen the number who
qualify as ‘wholesale’ increase
significantly. I think this is an
overly simplistic view.
The ‘wholesale market’ makes
up a very large and important
part of the investment
capital flows into financial
products in Australia. Providers
of financial products to
wholesale investors are still
regulated by ASIC. While the
requirements when delivering
financial services to wholesale
clients are lower than for
retail investors, the primary
difference between retail
and wholesale offers is there
is no need for a regulated
disclosure document when
promoting wholesale offers,
nor do wholesale offers

have to comply with the
recently introduced design
and distribution obligations.
However, the obligation for
promoters to be licensed by
ASIC remains and the general
obligation not to mislead or
deceive when promoting your
offer remains.

unscrupulous managers is
any greater in the wholesale
space than the retail space.
The Hayne Royal Commission
is a clear example of the fact
increased regulatory scrutiny
of retail providers does little
to temper poor investor
outcomes.

Lifting the sophisticated
investor test from $2.5 million
in assets or $250,000 in annual
income to, say, $5 million in
assets will simply make the
pool of wholesale investors
smaller. Does this really
achieve anything other than
moving a portion of the
population from wholesale
managers to retail managers,
making the big managers
bigger, and raising the barriers
to entry for the industry?

While I can see an argument
for removing the family home
from the assets test, simply
raising the monetary limits is
a blunt instrument premised
on the fact people with more
capital are more sophisticated.
This is simply not true. On
that basis, it is not a sensible
solution.

The purpose of our securities
laws is to reduce fraud. While I
can’t quote statistics, in
our 25+ years of operating in
the industry, I don’t believe
the instances of wholesale
investors being separated
from their hard-earned
investment capital by

SEAN MCMAHON
Managing Partner
Funds Management
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NEW
PROPERTY
TAX

LUKE HEFFERAN
Lawyer
Real Estate

for Victoria
The Victorian government has issued proposed legislation (Bill)
outlining the framework for assessing and collecting the new windfall
gains tax (WGT) first announced as part of their budget in May
this year. While adding a layer of complexity to Victorian property
transactions, this state tax is aimed at recouping windfall profits arising
from rezoning land and directing those profits to community projects,
such as roads, hospitals, and schools.
Builders, developers and landowners should seek advice on WGT
liability as lawyer Luke Hefferan explains.
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REVIEW SHOULD ALSO BE UNDERTAKEN OF ANY GENERIC CONTRACT
TERMS WHICH MAY SHIFT THE LIABILITY FOR WGT TO THE BUYER
SHOULD A WGT EVENT OCCUR DURING THE CONTRACT PERIOD.

Proposed legislation

Rates of WGT

We flagged this proposal in
a previous article and now
confirm if the Bill is passed in
its current form, then from 1
July 2023—

The proposed legislation includes a tax-free threshold of $100,000
with the tax rates scaled as follows:

•

Landowners will be liable
for tax on value increases to
their property over $100,000
due to rezoning.

•

WGT will be assessed at
the time of rezoning on
a capital improved value
basis.

•

Landowners must pay
the tax after receiving the
notice of assessment, but
can defer payment (with
interest accruing) until the
earlier of—
-

•

the next dutiable
transaction on the
property (most likely the
sale of the property)
30 years from the date of
assessment.

Exemptions will apply
so not all value uplifts
resulting from rezoning
will incur a tax liability on
landowners.

Value uplift

Tax rate

Less than $100,000

Nil

$100,000 or more, but less
than $500,000

62.5% of the uplift above
$100,000

More than $500,000

50% of the total uplift

The details
Please see our further article
for more details about:
•

the application of WGT and
the meaning of ‘excluded
rezoning’

•

the calculation of WGT

•

rates

•

liability and timing for
payment

•

exemptions

•

transitional arrangements.

If this arrangement is not
implemented, then buyers will
need to ensure the contract of
sale contains a mechanism for
dealing with such a risk, most
likely, that unpaid or deferred
WGT is paid or otherwise
adjusted in the buyer’s favour
at settlement.

Ramifications for buyers
and sellers

From a seller’s perspective,
if a contract allows the
buyer to obtain approval for
rezoning the land prior to the
completion date, then the
contract should contain a
mechanism to pass the WGT
liability to the buyer.

Although not yet announced,
it is expected there will be a
‘clearance certificate’ style
arrangement implemented
(like those for land tax and
CGT withholding) to minimise
buyers inheriting any unpaid
or deferred WGT.

If a party intends to rely on
the exemption regarding
option deeds entered into
before 15 May 2021, great care
should be taken in respect of
any agreement to amend the
contract terms prior to the
exercise of the option (as the

exemption only applies if the
contract terms are finalised
at the date the option was
granted). On a strict reading of
the Bill, this exemption would
no longer apply if the contract
terms were amended.
Careful consideration also
needs to be given to any
internal restructuring of
corporate landowners or
changing of trustee for land
held on trust to ensure there is
not an inadvertent triggering
of the liability to pay any
deferred WGT.
Review should also be
undertaken of any generic
contract terms which may
shift the liability for WGT
to the buyer should a WGT
event occur during the
contract period. For example,
terms which make the buyer
responsible for any orders or
levies imposed on the property
after the contract date.
Reach out to our Real Estate
team for more details about
how this impacts you.
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TOP TIPS FOR DDO
COMPLIANCE
It is one thing to have taken steps to prepare for the new Design and Distribution Obligations
(DDO), which commenced on 5 October 2021. The real challenge lies in continuing to manage
and maintain these process changes across your whole business.
Here, consultant Jeunesse Meldrum and lawyer Joe Fleming share some practical tips for ongoing
compliance.
What have you done so far?
If you’re an issuer or distributor
of financial products to retail
clients, by now you will have
done the following:
•

Made target market
determinations (TMDs) for
open retail products.

•

Formalised product
governance arrangements,
including a product
governance policy.

•

•

Updated advertising
material to describe a
product’s target market or
specify where the TMD is
available.
Taken reasonable steps
to ensure distribution
channels are appropriate
for a product to reach
consumers in its target
market.

But DDO doesn’t stop there –
it continues to apply across the
life cycle of a financial product.

Design
Continue
(no change)

Change the design
of a product

Change the
target market

TARGET
MARKET

Distribution

Change the distribution
of a product

Cease offering

Monitoring
and Review

Deliver good
consumer outcomes

Source: ASIC Regulatory Guide 274 Design and distribution obligations
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CONTACT OUR FUNDS MANAGEMENT TEAM FOR HELP
WITH UNDERSTANDING YOUR ONGOING OBLIGATIONS
AND PRACTICAL TIPS FOR COMPLIANCE.

Practical tips for ongoing
compliance
Your consumer-centric
approach to design and
distribution requires
monitoring and review.
Here are some practical
tips to ensure your business
continues to comply with
DDO:
1. Train your staff about
DDO generally and
specifically on your product
governance arrangements.
2. Check in with your
distributors:
-

Confirm they know how
to access your TMDs and
how to report to you.

-

Ask about the form and
content of the reports
they will provide to
you. You may want
to offer pro forma
reporting templates
for distributors to use
to report complaints
and dealings outside
the TMD, noting
the requirement for
distributors to provide
‘nil’ reports has been
removed.

-

Find out how any
distribution conditions
are working in practice.

-

Enquire about any
feedback being received
from consumers.

3. Let your existing investors
know about DDO and how
it applies to you.
4. Develop a DDO landing
page on your website as
a convenient place for
distributors (and investors)
to access information about
DDO.
5. For responsible entities,
engage with your
compliance plan auditor
about how they intend
to approach DDO in your
schemes’ next compliance
plan audit.
6. Monitor any significant
dealings in your products
and, if identified, report
them to ASIC as soon
as practicable, but no
later than 10 business
days after becoming
aware. For the moment,
significant dealings can be
reported to ASIC by email
(significantdealing@asic.
gov.au), but ASIC intends to
incorporate these reports
into the ASIC Regulatory
Portal in future.

8. Conduct regular desk-top
audits of your financial
products having regard to
the review triggers in the
TMDs and any dealings that
are not consistent with the
TMDs.
9. Regularly review your
product governance policy.

Does your business
continue to comply?

JEUNESSE MELDRUM
Consultant
Funds Management

DDO is all-encompassing and
requires careful consideration
of your end-to-end product
life cycle, while managing and
maintaining these changes
across your business may
prove to be complex.
Contact our Funds
Management team for help
with understanding your
ongoing obligations and
practical tips for compliance.

JOE FLEMING
Lawyer
Funds Management

7. Ensure relevant staff know
the review triggers in your
TMDs and implement an
efficient and timely internal
TMD review process.
Keep in mind issuers and
distributors are required
to cease distribution of
the product during a TMD
review.
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Business interruption
coverage tested
In this article, lawyer Siobhan Luck reviews two recent test cases
which shed light on business interruption coverage during the
COVID-19 pandemic, with the latest case being a significant win
for the insurance industry.
First test case
The first test case required
the NSW Court of Appeal
to consider whether the
exclusions to coverage which
referenced diseases declared
under the now repealed
Quarantine Act could be
extended to cover diseases
under the Biosecurity Act. The
Court found in favour of the
policyholders, not allowing
the insurers to rely on the
exclusions.

Second test case
In the second test case, the
Federal Court of Australia was
asked to consider claims by
nine separate policyholders,
most of which operated
across the sectors financially
impacted by the pandemic,
such as gyms, hospitality
businesses and travel agents.
Each business had different
policies and circumstances
which led to their losses.
The Court examined four
different categories of insuring
provisions as follows:
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1. Prevention of access clause
– cover was provided where
the order of a competent
authority prevented or
restricted access to a
premises because of
damage or threat of
damage to the property
or persons. These clauses
often had a specified radius
from the premises which
applied.
2. Disease clause – these
clauses provided coverage
where there was loss from
an outbreak or presence of
an infectious disease at or
within a specified radius of
the insured premises.
3. Hybrid clause – these types
of clauses combined the
first two and provided cover
for loss where orders of a
competent authority, made
as a result of the presence
or outbreak of an infectious
disease within a specified
radius, closed or restricted
access to premises.
4. Catastrophe clause – the
final type of clause provided
cover where loss was
suffered due to action by a
civil authority to impede a
catastrophe.

The Court said only the disease
clause could provide cover
in the circumstances of the
COVID-19 pandemic, but it is
dependent on the individual
facts and circumstances.
The primary reason only
the disease clause would
apply was because the
Commonwealth and State
government orders were
made as a result of the
general pandemic, rather
than any particular presence
or outbreak at, or near,
the relevant policyholder’s
premises.
One policyholder, a travel
agent, succeeded in having
the disease clause applied
as the policy provided for
coverage where there was an
outbreak within a 20 kilometre
radius of the premises.
However, the Court made it
clear the travel agent would
have difficulty proving the loss
was a result of the outbreak, as
opposed to the international
travel ban.
The Judge said even if
she was incorrect and the
clauses were applicable in
the circumstances, the loss

suffered by the businesses
would be reduced by any
amount received either by
way of JobKeeper payments
and rental reductions or
abatements received from
their landlords.
This is a significant win for
the insurance industry, which
stood to pay out billions in
claims had the Court ruled in
favour of policyholders.
The Court, recognising the
significance of the judgment,
took the proactive step of
listing appeals of the case to
the Full Court for hearing from
8 November to 16 November
2021. This has now been heard
and judgment reserved.

SIOBHAN LUCK
Lawyer
Litigation

COMPANY PAYS FOR
EMPLOYEE BREACH
OF DUTY
We are commonly asked about the rights and obligations of both the employer and employee
when someone who has had access to confidential information moves to a competitor.
While typically the focus is upon the parties to the employment relationship, a recent Supreme
Court case brings into focus the potential liability a new employer can suffer.
Here, partner Selina Nutley and lawyer Sarah Lawrence explain how the Court ordered the
new employer (Dreamtime Supply Company) to account for profits it received over two years
to the tune of $1.18 million after an employee breached its contract with a former employer
(Steadfast ICT Security).
THE CLAIMS
Steadfast claimed two of its
former employees, along
with a former director, Mr
Peak, copied confidential
information and transferred
commercial arrangements
to Dreamtime whilst still
employed at Steadfast.
Steadfast obtained a forensic
computer analysis showing
Mr Peak downloaded over
7,500 files from Steadfast’s
IT system, including client
details, proposals and reseller
agreements.
Mr Peak was also said to have
destroyed files and data on
Steadfast’s Google Workspaces
account, including quotes,
proposals, emails archives
and employee timesheets on
departing his employment.
Mr Peak was accused of
breaching the restraints in
his employment contract
and his fiduciary duties as a
former director to act with
honesty, care and skill, and in
Steadfast’s best interest.
Steadfast claimed it suffered
a loss of clients, customers
or suppliers, loss of income
from those sources, and
reputational damage.
Not only did Steadfast
commence proceedings
against Mr Peak and the other
two employees, it also named

Dreamtime as a defendant.
Steadfast said Dreamtime had
participated in the employee’s
plans to transfer business
away from Steadfast and had
knowingly:
•

obtained the clients,
customers and/or suppliers
of Steadfast

•

obtained and used
Steadfast’s confidential
information and intellectual
property

•

profited at Steadfast’s
expense

•

had the use and benefit of
the employees’ services in
breach of their contracts of
employment.

DECISION
At trial, Steadfast produced
evidence, such as copies of
correspondence, to support
that a director of Dreamtime
was aware of Mr Peak’s plans,
and that the plans would be
a breach of his obligations
to Steadfast. Steadfast could
also prove up to eight of the
lost clients were transferred
directly to Dreamtime.
The Court upheld Mr Peak’s
restraint on the basis it was
proportionate to his salary and
his role as director, but said
the restraints imposed on the
other two employees were
unreasonable and therefore
unenforceable.

The Court said in knowingly
receiving the benefit of Mr
Peak’s and Dreamtime’s
directors’ scheme to transfer
business away from Steadfast,
Dreamtime participated in
Mr Peak’s breaches of his
employment contract with
Steadfast, including the
restraint and other provisions
relating to confidential
information and intellectual
property. Dreamtime was
also a participant in Mr Peak’s
breaches of his fiduciary
duties arising out of his role as
director of the company.
The Court calculated
Dreamtime had received $1.18
million in profit as a result
of the conduct, quantified
by reference to contracts
performed for entities with
which Steadfast had a previous
relationship, and it was
ordered to pay that amount to
Steadfast.

In particular, an employer
should generally avoid
accepting client details and
contracts produced by the
former employer unless the
incoming employee can prove
entitlement to the information.
If an employer knowingly
assists an incoming employee
to breach those obligations,
any profits earned may have
to be repaid to the former
employer.

SELINA NUTLEY
Partner
Litigation

A WARNING FOR EMPLOYERS
This case serves as a warning
for employers to exercise
caution in accepting
information from incoming
employees that may cause
the employee to be in breach
of any duties owed to their
former employer, including
fiduciary duties or restraint of
trade.

SARAH LAWRENCE
Lawyer
Litigation
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BACKGROUND

ARE YOU
PLANNING FOR THE
NEW CCIV
REGIME?

We recently reported a passing reference in the most
recent Federal Budget that the long-awaited corporate
collective investment vehicle (CCIV) regime was back on
the agenda with a proposed commencement date of July
2022. Now, the government has released draft legislation
with that ambitious date still the target.
Here, partner Langton Clarke recaps the features of the
CCIV regime and highlights some of its benefits and
drawbacks.

LANGTON CLARKE
Partner
Funds Management
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It has been almost a decade
since the introduction of CCIVs
in Australia was first raised.
Changes of government
and other significant events
delayed the introduction of the
new regime, but it now seems
it will become a reality.
To recap, Australia’s funds
management industry
has over the years become
dominated by trust-based
structures (think of the
amount in superannuation).
Whilst they have served
the domestic market well,
government and industry
alike have realised trusts
are not familiar to offshore
investors, particularly our close
investment neighbours and
their huge wads of investment
capital.
The new CCIV regime will
herald in a new investment
vehicle designed to increase
the competitiveness of
Australia’s managed funds
industry internationally to
attract offshore investment
and offer flow-through tax
treatment.

FUNDAMENTAL FEATURES
As a reminder, the
fundamental features of a
CCIV are as follows:
•

A CCIV is a new type
of company limited by
shares and has most of
the characteristics of other
companies governed by the
Corporations Act.

•

There can be retail and
wholesale CCIVs. Each
must have a constitution,
although the requirements
for a retail CCIV constitution
are more prescribed. Retail
CCIVs must also have a
compliance plan setting
out how the CCIV will
meet the requirements of
the constitution and the
Corporations Act.

OUR LAWYERS CAN ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS
ABOUT THE CCIV REGIME AND HELP YOU
COMMENCE PLANNING.

•

A CCIV will have as its sole
director a public company
with an AFSL authorising it
to operate the CCIV.

•

The CCIV business will be
run through sub-funds.
Each part of the CCIV’s
business must relate to one
(and only one) sub-fund.
Effectively, the assets and
liabilities of each sub-fund
are quarantined. The CCIV
is a separate legal entity,
but its sub-funds are not.

•

•

•

The table below shows a comparison of the features of retail and wholesale schemes as against the
proposed new retail and wholesale CCIVs.
Feature/
requirement

A CCIV may issue shares
and debentures, provided
each share or debenture
relates to only one subfund.
A CCIV can issue ordinary
shares that can be
redeemed. However,
redemptions do not need
to be paid out of profit,
although the sub-fund
to which the shares
relate must be solvent.
This feature is designed
to mirror the current
withdrawal regime for
managed investment
schemes.
A new feature is that the
CCIV is generally permitted
to engage in crossinvestment between subfunds of the CCIV which
involves the CCIV acquiring
in respect of any of its subfunds one or more shares
relating to another of its
sub-funds.

A CCIV is really a hybrid—a
company that also has
the best (some may say
conservative) elements of the
managed investment scheme
regime which have been in
place in Australia for over 20
years.

Retail CCIV

Wholesale CCIV

Registered MIS

Unregistered
MIS

Registration
with ASIC

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Separate legal
entity

Yes

Yes

No

No

Corporate
director

Yes

Yes

No

No

Operator—
company type

Public
company

Public
company

Public
company

No
requirement

Operator—AFSL
requirement

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, subject to
exemptions

Constitution—
prescribed
content

Yes

No

Yes

No

Compliance plan
and compliance
plan auditor

Yes

No

Yes

No

BENEFITS AND DRAWBACKS
The use of a corporate vehicle
will have benefits, particularly
the familiarity for overseas
investors and certainty under
the tax rules of a CCIV having
flow-through tax treatment.
However, in our original
submission to Treasury when
the previous draft legislation
was published, we noted there
was an opportunity for even
greater flexibility, particularly
for wholesale fund managers.
Our submission noted the
following:
•

Wholesale CCIVs do not
necessarily need a public
company corporate
director; instead, a
proprietary limited entity
was sufficient, given it has
stood wholesale funds in
good stead for many years.

•

•

The new regime did not
sufficiently replicate the
flexibility and light-touch
regulatory philosophy
that applies to wholesale
funds which means a CCIV
may not be an attractive
vehicle to wholesale fund
managers as it is not a real
alternative to the existing
regime.
Giving each sub-fund a
separate legal personality
would have greatly
enhanced the regime,
particularly for debt
funders. They, along
with other external
stakeholders, must instead
still deal with a trust-like
vehicle as with managed
investment schemes and
the complications that
go with it (for example,
the corporate director will

need to limit its liability
under contracts with
counterparties to the assets
of the relevant sub-fund,
like responsible entities and
trustees of managed funds).

CONCLUSION
Fund managers need to
understand how CCIVs will be
used plus the regulatory and
policy requirements of the
new framework.
Our lawyers can answer
your questions about the
CCIV regime and help you
commence planning. Please
contact us if you need
assistance with preparing a
CCIV product.
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GOOD PRACTICE
GUIDELINES

for REs of
Crypto Schemes

At last, ASIC has released information for product issuers and
market operators about how they can meet their regulatory
obligations in relation to crypto-assets. Partner Elliott Stumm
outlines the new guidance provided by ASIC.

What is a crypto-asset?
Among other things, the
information released covers
ASIC’s introduction of a new
‘crypto-asset’ category in the
licensing space. Going forward,
responsible entities (REs)
intending to set up a fund
that invests in crypto-assets
will need to be authorised
to operate a scheme of this
kind. For these purposes, ASIC
defines a ‘crypto-asset’ as—
a digital representation of
value or rights (including
rights to property), the
ownership of which is
evidenced cryptographically
and that is held and
transferred electronically by:

The AFS licensing regime
has always accommodated
schemes being registered
that will hold ‘novel assets’
(including those that do
not neatly fall within the
definition of ‘financial asset’,
for example). However, the
creation of a defined assetkind signals applications to
seek authorisation to operate
crypto-asset schemes will
become ‘less novel’ over time,
which will hopefully result in
reduced assessment times.

ASIC has published ‘good
practices’ which are set out in
two new information sheets:

a type of distributed
ledger technology; or

•

•

another distributed
cryptographically
verifiable data structure.

Information Sheet 225
Crypto-assets (INFO 225)

•

Information Sheet 230
Exchange traded products:
Admission guidelines (INFO
230).

When seeking to register a
crypto fund, REs will need
to consider whether the
investments of the fund
(including the crypto-assets
to be invested in) require the
RE to obtain authorisation
to operate the scheme as a
‘financial asset’ or ‘derivative’
scheme as well.
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Holders of scheme property
– whether the RE or a thirdparty custodian – are subject
to minimum standards or
requirements. In meeting
these requirements with
respect to holding cryptoassets, ASIC says it is good
practice that, among other
things—
•

the asset holder has
specialist expertise and
infrastructure relating
to crypto-asset custody,
including robust cyber and
physical security practices

•

the crypto-assets are
segregated on the
blockchain by having
unique public and private
keys so that scheme assets
are not intermingled with
other holdings

•

the private keys used to
access the crypto-assets are
generated and stored in a
way that minimises the risk
of loss and unauthorised
access.

Good practices

•

This definition is intended to
be broad and captures a range
of crypto-assets, including
‘coins’, ‘stablecoins’ and
‘tokens’.

Custody

ASIC’s guidance sets out some
of the key matters REs must
consider when setting up
funds that will invest in cryptoassets.

ASIC has emphasised the
security of private keys is of
critical importance, because
if they are compromised,
unauthorised parties can use
them to transfer the scheme’s
crypto-assets to addresses
(and parties) outside the
control of the RE.

There are a range of ways a
holder of cryptocurrency can
store their asset, including
by using online wallets (‘hot
wallets’) and offline wallets
(‘cold wallets’). Offline wallets
are generally the most secure
way to store cryptocurrency,
and typically take the form of
a USB drive that stores private
keys. Custodians often store
crypto-assets in offline wallets,
which are physically stored in
safes or lock boxes, to minimise
risk of loss and unauthorised
access.

Risk management
In terms of managing risks in
relation to crypto-assets, ASIC
considers it is good practice for
REs to carefully consider the
crypto-asset trading platforms
used by them or their service
providers to access cryptoassets. In particular, ASIC says
an RE should be satisfied any
crypto-asset trading platform
it relies on is registered with
AUSTRAC (or by an equivalent
regulator in another Financial
Action Task Force country), and
implements risk-based systems
and controls supervised or
monitored by a body that can
enforce the customer due
diligence and record-keeping
obligations.

We can help you understand the
requirements and regulatory obligations
in relation to crypto-assets in the funds
management space.

Disclosure
Where an RE is to offer
investment in a crypto fund
to retail clients, the RE will
need to issue a compliant
PDS. One of the challenges
that will be faced by an RE
(given the technical nature of
crypto-assets) is the need to
ensure the PDS is worded and
presented in a clear, concise
and effective manner. ASIC has
emphasised the need for PDSs
for crypto funds to ensure
sufficient information about
the characteristics and risks
of crypto-assets are set out in
the PDS, as well as information
about how the product is
intended to operate and
generate a return.
In relation to the
characteristics of cryptoassets, ASIC considers some
of the information that may
be relevant includes the
technologies underpinning
the crypto-assets (such as
blockchains), how they are
created, transferred and
destroyed, and how they are
valued, held and traded.
In relation to the risks of
crypto-assets, ASIC considers
some of the risks that may be
relevant include the following:

1. Market risk—given their
highly volatile nature, there
is risk they could have little
or no value in the future.
2. Political, regulatory and
legal risk—the regulation
of crypto-assets, both in
Australia and globally, is
the subject of ongoing
discussion, so crypto-assets
are likely more susceptible
to this sort of risk than
other asset classes. In
this context, the Select
Committee on Australia as
a Technology and Financial
Centre tabled its final
report on 20 October 2021,
which contained a number
of recommendations for
reforms.
3. Custody risk—given the
private keys may be lost
or compromised, there is
a risk crypto-assets may
become inaccessible or
accessed by third parties
without authorisation.
In this context, there is
also risk associated with
unauthorised transfers not
being able to be reversed.

Takeaway
While the information
released by ASIC provides
some guidance to REs as
to how they can meet their
obligations in relation to
crypto-assets, it is important
REs are familiar with the
nature of crypto-assets before
they launch funds to enable
their investor base to gain
exposure to this increasingly
visible asset class. It is also
important REs ensure
they have the processes,
procedures and infrastructure
in place to ensure they meet
their obligations before
launching a fund.

ELLIOTT STUMM
Partner
Funds Management

We can help you understand
the requirements and
regulatory obligations in
relation to crypto-assets in the
funds management space.
Contact our team for more
information.

4. Cyber risk—given their
nature, crypto-assets are
generally more susceptible
to cyber risks than other
asset classes.
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NEW FIRB
EXEMPTIONS FOR
NEW AND NEAR-NEW
DWELLINGS
Generally, foreign persons (including temporary residents and
foreign non-residents) require Foreign Investment Review
Board (FIRB) approval or an exemption certificate to
purchase property in Australia. Recent changes mean
foreign purchasers can rely on a new or near-new dwelling
exemption certificate obtained by developers and
other sellers.
In this article, partner Mark Lyons explains eligibility
for an exemption certificate and developers’ and
sellers’ obligations to FIRB.
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EXEMPTION CERTIFICATES MAY BENEFIT YOUR
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT BY STREAMLINING AND
SIMPLIFYING SALES TO FOREIGN BUYERS.

Exemption certificates
These exemption certificates
mean foreign person
purchasers do not need to
seek their own individual FIRB
approval provided the property
being purchased is covered by
the exemption certificate.
FIRB has recently published
guidelines setting out how
an exemption certificate can
be obtained. Applications
are considered on a caseby-case basis to ensure
they are not contrary to
the national interest. FIRB
considers a range of factors
when assessing applications,
including marketing and
advertising schedules, the
number of dwellings to be
built and the staging of
construction, expected sales
price of each dwelling, and
whether the applicant has
held an exemption previously
and complied with its
obligations.

What key items should be
considered?
Consideration needs to be
given to whether the dwellings
to be sold are new or near new.
New dwellings must, or will,
be built on residential land
and has not been previously
sold or occupied. Near-new
dwellings are dwellings built
on residential land which—
•

is part of a residential
development

•

was previously sold by
the developer of the
development, but the
transaction failed to settle,
and

•

has not been previously
occupied for more than
12 months in total.

For the avoidance of doubt,
new (and near-new) dwellings
do not include established
residential dwellings that
have been refurbished or
renovated, or a single dwelling
built to replace one or more
demolished established
dwellings.
Further, an exemption
certificate will only apply
to purchases up to AUD
$3 million in a single
development. If a foreign
person wishes to purchase
a single dwelling above
AUD $3 million or multiple
dwellings totalling more than
AUD $3 million, then the
purchaser must seek their own
individual FIRB approval.

What are the eligibility
criteria for obtaining an
exemption certificate?
Developers (either Australian
or foreign) can apply for a
new (or near-new) dwelling
exemption certificate if the
development—
•

will consist of 50 or more
dwellings (other than
townhouses)

•

has development approval
from the relevant
government authority, and

•

has foreign investment
approval (if applicable) for
the purchase of the land
the development is on,
and any conditions of that
approval are being met.

What conditions will be
imposed on an approval for
an exemption certificate?
If an application is approved, it
will generally be on conditions
requiring the developer to:

•

Market the dwellings for
sale in Australia.

•

Not sell more than more
than 50 percent of the
total number of dwellings
in the development to
foreign persons under the
exemption certificate.

•

Not sell more than
AUD$3 million worth
of dwellings in the
development to a single
foreign person under the
certificate.

•

Provide a copy of the
exemption certificate to
each foreign purchaser.

•

Report to the Australian
Government until
all dwellings in the
development are sold.

•

Notify the Australian
Government, within
30 days, if the number
of dwellings in the
development is reduced to
less than 50.

•

Pay a fee for each dwelling
sold under the exemption
certificate. While the
developer is liable for
payment of the fee,
agreement can be reached
with the foreign buyer
about who will pay the
fee. The fee payable is the
amount that would have
been payable if the foreign
person sought an approval
to purchase from the FIRB
themselves.

Do developers and sellers
have obligations to FIRB?

In addition, the fee for each
property sold must be paid
to the ATO. The fee must be
included in the sales report
and payment must be made
to the ATO within 30 days of
the end of the relevant sixmonth reporting period.
Strict penalties (including civil
and criminal penalties) apply
where there is non-compliance
with these reporting and
payment requirements and
where there is non-compliance
with the approval conditions of
the exemption certificate. FIRB
can also revoke the exemption
certificate.
Exemption certificates may
benefit your development
project by streamlining and
simplifying sales to foreign
buyers. If you are considering
making an application for an
exemption certificate on your
development project, please
contact one of our Real Estate
lawyers to discuss how we can
assist you.

MARK LYONS
Partner
Real Estate

Yes, they do. FIRB imposes
reporting requirements, so
if an exemption certificate is
granted, sales reports must
be provided to FIRB every six
months until all properties
covered by the exemption
certificate are sold.
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HAVE YOU REVIEWED
your standard form
contracts?
The Federal Government’s draft Bill proposing
reforms to unfair contract terms (UCTs)
means businesses should review their standard
form contracts for UCTs.
The reforms seek to clarify and strengthen
the existing UCT regime to provide greater
protection for consumers and small businesses
entering standard form contracts. In this
article, special counsel Brooke Bostock and
lawyer Sarah Lawrence set out the key
changes you need to be aware of.

BROOKE BOSTOCK

SARAH LAWRENCE

Special Counsel
Real Estate

Lawyer
Litigation
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THE CURRENT REGIME
The UCT regime under the
Australian Consumer Law
(ACL) and, for financial
products, the Australian
Securities and Investments
Commission Act (ASIC Act)
protects consumers and
small businesses from UCTs
in standard form contracts,
consumer contracts or small
business contracts.
A standard form contract is
a contract prepared by one
party before they engage with
the other party; prepared by
the party with the most power
in the relationship (usually the
seller or supplier); and is not
usually negotiated before it
is signed. These contracts are
often referred to as ‘take it or
leave it’ contracts.
There is no definition of
‘standard form contract’.
‘Consumer contract’ and ‘small
business contract’ are defined
in the applicable legislation.
Generally, a contract term will
be unfair if it—
•

would cause a significant
imbalance to the parties’
rights and obligations
under the contract

•

is not reasonably necessary
to protect the legitimate
interests of the party who
would be advantaged by
the term, and

•

would cause detriment
to a party if the term was
applied or relied upon.

Examples of an unfair term
include—
•

a unilateral right to vary the
terms of the contract (such
as the price)

•

a term allowing one party
to terminate the contract,
but not the other

•

an automatic renewal
clause

•

a broad limitation of liability
clause favouring one party.

There is no one definitive
example of a UCT. Whether a
term is unfair depends on the
context of the contract and the
relevant position of the parties.

CASE EXAMPLES
Here are some recent
examples of terms which have
been deemed a UCT by the
courts:
•

A ‘class action waiver’
clause was deemed unfair
because—
-

it was not sufficiently
transparent to
consumers on entering
the contract, and

-

it limited the litigation
options open to
consumers in the event
of a breach of contract or
consumer guarantees.

•

Some terms contained
within a standard form
finance contract were
found to enable the bank
to unilaterally vary the
terms and conditions of the
contract without giving the
borrower advance notice or
an opportunity to exit the
contract without penalty.

THE PROPOSED
CHANGES
Enforcement and remedies
Under the existing regime, if a
court or tribunal deems a term
unfair, the relevant provision
can be held void for unfairness.
However, there is currently no
ability to impose monetary
penalties on the party seeking
to rely on the UCT. The
reforms seek to amend this
by introducing penalties of
up to $500,000 for individuals,
sole traders and partnerships.
For businesses, the maximum
penalties, if the proposed
changes are passed, are the
greater of—
•

$10 million

•

three times the cause
of any benefit from the
contravention, or

•

if the value of the benefit
cannot be determined,
10 percent of the company’s
turnover in the 12-month
period to the contravention.

If a person attempts to enter
future contracts containing
the same or a substantially
similar term, and/or apply the
same or substantially similar
term in an existing contract,
which has previously been
deemed a UCT, there will be
a rebuttable presumption
the term is void. Then, the
contracting party will need
to prove it is not unfair. This is
intended to encourage parties
to undertake a review of their
standard form contracts and
amend terms which the courts
have said are unfair.
The reforms also introduce
more flexible remedies
for disadvantaged parties,
including the express power to
void, vary or refuse to enforce
part or all of a contract, and
the making of any order the
court thinks appropriate
to prevent or reduce loss
or damage that may be
caused. These remedies are
not otherwise available for
breaches under the ACL and
ASIC Act.

Small business threshold
and small business contract
changes
The definition of ‘small
business contract’ will also
change if the Bill passes, which
means many more contracts
will be considered small
business contracts.

The reforms seek to expand
the scope of the UCT regime
by increasing the threshold
for small business contracts to
capture businesses with fewer
than 100 employees (increased
from the 20-employee
threshold) or those with
an annual turnover below
$10 million (currently, there
is no equivalent threshold).
This will increase the number
of suppliers and consumers
caught by the regime.
There will be no limits on
the upfront price payable
under contracts (currently, it
is $300,000 for a term of less
than one year and $1 million
for contracts with terms of
more than 12 months).

Clarified application
Finally, the reforms set out a
list of factors the court ‘must’
and ‘must not’ consider
when determining whether
a party was given an effective
opportunity to negotiate a
contract. Factors the court
must consider include—
•

the relative bargaining
power of the parties

•

whether the contract was
prepared by one party prior
to any discussion between
the parties

•

whether a party was
required to accept or reject
the terms in the form they
were presented, and

•

whether the contract takes
into account the specific
characteristics of the
particular transaction.

The court must not consider
any negotiations as to minor
or insubstantial changes to the
contract, or any opportunity
for a party to select a term
from a range of options
determined by another party.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN
FOR BUSINESS?
Public consultation on
the draft bill closed on
20 September 2021. The timing
for introducing the draft bill
to Parliament is currently
unknown. However, if the
changes come into force, they
will apply to standard form
contracts entered into at or
after the commencement
date, as well as those existing
contracts renewed or varied at
or after the commencement
date.
It is anticipated regulators,
such as ASIC and the ACCC,
will seek to make an example
of offending parties once the
changes are in effect. Any
business which uses standard
form contracts should take
the opportunity to review their
terms ahead of changes to the
UCT law commencing.
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Is your rental
determination
clause right?
A recent case confirms the importance of having a correctly drafted rent determination
clause in a commercial lease to set clear and appropriate criteria for valuers.
Kristy Dorney and Siobhan Luck from our Real Estate team review a Queensland
Supreme Court decision which examined the importance of valuers following specific
criteria when undertaking a market rent review under a commercial property lease and
the consequences for failing to do so.
Facts
The case involved the owner
of a commercial property in
Rockhampton which was
leased to the tenant for use as
a Centrelink office.
The parties could not agree
on market rent and requested
a valuer be appointed to
determine the new market
rent under the rental
determination clause in the
lease.
This clause required the valuer
to consider—
•

comparable premises in the
suburb or town where the
property is situated, and

•

where there is insufficient
evidence of comparable
premises in the area, then
of comparable premises
within a comparable
suburb or town within the
immediate vicinity of the
property.

Any determination was final
and binding on the parties.
The valuer’s determination
considered premises located
in Townsville, Hervey Bay and
Maryborough. However, the
most weight was placed on
the Townsville property.
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The valuer determined the
market rent was 30 percent
less than the rent payable
before the review.
The landlord challenged the
determination on the grounds
the towns used were not
within the immediate vicinity
of the property.

Findings
The Court said—
•

‘immediate vicinity’ meant
‘next or nearest’ to the
town or suburb where the
property was located

•

these words provided a
limitation to the market of
rents the valuer considered,
being the market located in
central Queensland.

The Court said the valuer had
regard to rent of a different
nature than those previously
agreed between the parties.
This meant the determination
contained an error which
resulted in the determination
not being carried out as
contractually required by the
lease.
The rental determination was
deemed invalid as a result.

What does this mean for
landlords and tenants?
Market rent determinations
have been difficult to set
aside in the past, and
generally a common mistake
is not sufficient grounds.
However, if the error means
it fundamentally does not
comply with the contractual
requirements set out in the
lease, the determination may
be invalid.

KRISTY DORNEY
Partner
Real Estate

This case offers some
important lessons for landlords
and tenants around correctly
drafting rental determinations.
Get in touch with our Real
Estate team to review your
commercial lease.
SIOBHAN LUCK
Lawyer
Real Estate

ELECTRONIC SIGNING—
the new normal for Queensland
In 2020, during the midst of the pandemic, the Queensland
Government introduced temporary measures to assist with the
electronic execution of documents. Recently, the Justice
Legislation (COVID-19 Emergency Response—Permanency)
Amendment Bill (Bill) was introduced to make some of those
temporary measures permanent, including for deeds,
affidavits, statutory declarations and oaths.
Here, Real Estate lawyer Matt Dolan provides an update
on the ‘new normal’ for electronic signing of documents
in Queensland.
Deeds
The Bill removes the current
requirements for deeds
to be executed on paper,
parchment or vellum and for
an individual’s signature to be
witnessed. This means a deed
can be electronically executed,
whether by a company or an
individual.
The Bill aims to remove the
uncertainty and ambiguity
surrounding electronic
execution of deeds and
clarifies the way a corporation
can execute a deed to ensure
compliance with s127 of the
Corporations Act (which in
turn permits people to make
assumptions about proper
execution).

Accepted method for
executing deeds
Currently, the Bill provides for
electronic signing by using
an ‘accepted method’. This
includes a method which—
•

identifies the signatory and
the signatory’s intention in
relation to the contents of
the document

•

is as reliable as appropriate
for the purposes of the
document, and

•

is consented to by all
the signatories to the
document.

An accepted electronic
signature includes the
following:
•

a typed name

•

facsimile of a signature

•

a DocuSign signature,
or another digital
signature using public key
infrastructure through a
digital signature solution
provider

•

an email signature block

•

handwriting a signature
using a stylus or finger on a
touch sensitive screen

•

inserting an image of a wet
signature (handwritten).

Execution in counterparts
The Bill also allows deeds to be
made in counterparts and by
split execution. Essentially, if
two directors are signing, the
directors can sign separate
counterparts of the deed and
the respective counterpart
does not need to include the
signature of the other director
or secretary.

Affidavits and statutory
declarations
The Bill also allows for
affidavits and statutory
declarations to be made in
the form of an electronic
document and witnessed via
audio-visual link, provided the
witness is a ‘special witness’
which includes—
•

an Australian lawyer

•

a government approved
JP or Commissioner for
Declarations

•

a notary public.

For affidavits and statutory
declarations witnessed
in person, the Bill also
allows them to be signed
electronically and made
in counterparts if they are
witnessed by a special witness
or a prescribed person.
However, counterparts cannot
be used where they are
physically signed.

Powers of attorney
The Bill allows powers of
attorney for businesses
(corporations, partnerships
and unincorporated
associations, but not sole
traders) to be signed
electronically, in counterparts
and by split execution.

The Bill further aims to simplify
the execution requirements
for corporations by removing
the requirement for signatures
to be witnessed (other than
for general powers of attorney
lodged with the land registry
office in relation to land or
water allocations dealings).

What happens next?
We will provide more details
when the Bill passes. In the
meantime, if you need further
information about these
proposed permanent changes,
please contact a member of
our team.

MATT DOLAN
Lawyer
Real Estate
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DIRECTOR IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER DEADLINES

MORE GUIDANCE ON HAWKING
REFORMS

Under the new director identification number (DIN)
regime, which commenced on 1 November 2021, all
directors must confirm their identity. A director retains
their unique DIN permanently, so if they cease to be a
director, that number will not be reissued to any other
person.

Industry has welcomed ASIC’s further guidance on
the new hawking prohibition, which commenced on
5 October 2021, clarifying how industry can comply with
the regime and how the reforms affect commercial
practices.

We have previously written about the DIN regime which
was introduced to prevent the use of false or fraudulent
director identities, trace a director’s relationships with
companies, and identify and eliminate involvement in
illegal conduct, such as phoenix activity.
A DIN is not required for any individual who is—
•

a company secretary but not a director

•

acting as an external administrator of a company

•

running a business as a sole trader or partnership

•

referred to as a ‘director’ in their job title but has not
been appointed as a director under the Corporations
Act or the Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander) Act

•

a director of a registered charity with an organisation
type not registered with ASIC to operate throughout
Australia

•

an officer of an unincorporated association, cooperative or incorporated association established
under state or territory legislation, unless the
organisation is also a registered Australian body.

KEY DATES
The key deadlines are as follows:
1.

If you became a director on or before 31 October 2021,
you must obtain a DIN by 30 November 2022.

2.

From 1 November 2021, any individual who becomes
a director for the first time must apply for a DIN
within 28 days of appointment.

3.

From 5 April 2022, new directors will need to apply for
a DIN before being appointed as a director.

There are minor differences to the commencement dates
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander corporations.

HOW TO APPLY
You can apply for a DIN using the myGovID application
to verify your identity. More information about applying is
outlined at Australian Business Regulatory Services.
Directors must apply for a DIN in their own capacity to
complete identity verification procedures (ie an agent
cannot undertake this process).

BACKGROUND
In our last edition of Fundamental, lawyer Jade Paidel
discussed the changes to the anti-hawking regime and
recommended financial services providers and sellers
review their advertising and sale practices ahead of the
start date of the hawking reforms.
Under the new hawking prohibition, a financial service
provider must not offer a financial product to a retail client
if the offer is made in the course of, or because of, an
unsolicited contact. ‘Unsolicited contact’ includes contact
the client did not consent to, either by way of telephone,
face-to-face, or any other real time interaction.

FURTHER GUIDANCE
ASIC published the final Regulatory Guide 38 The
hawking prohibition (RG 38) on 23 September 2021 which
contains 30 practical examples of how financial service
providers may meet their obligations under the antihawking regime.
Financial services providers must familiarise themselves
with the hawking prohibitions and ensure their
advertising and sales practices are compliant. Breaching
these prohibitions can attract a fine of up to $13,320 and/
or six months imprisonment for individuals, or $133,200
for corporations. Clients may also have a right to return
the financial product for a refund or commence civil
proceedings against the provider for a breach of the
hawking prohibitions.

WHISTLEBLOWER POLICIES
Following a review of industry whistleblower policies,
ASIC has recommended public and large proprietary
companies review and update their whistleblower policies
to meet the Corporations Act requirements. In a letter
to CEOs, ASIC stated its expectation that whistleblower
policies properly reflect the regime and warned of
enforcement action for non-compliance.
ASIC’s recommendations include—
•

describing all the protections available under the
Corporations Act

•

stating specific methods for reporting to nominated
personnel within an organisation

•

providing details of the people designated to support
whistleblowers

•

describing the company’s support for whistleblowers
making the whistleblower policy publicly available on
the company’s website.
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